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Abstract— The TV white spaces (TVWS) enabled infostation
has received significant attention due to its wide area coverage
for cost-effective and media-rich content dissemination. In this
paper, we engineer WhiteFi infostation, which is dedicated for
Internet-based vehicular media streaming by leveraging geolocation database. After demonstrating the empirical observations
of unique TVWS features and analyzing the real-world TVWS
data collected from geolocation database, we first propose an
optimal TVWS network planning to deploy WhiteFi infostation
with the objective of maximizing network-wide throughput. The
proposed TVWS network planning jointly considers the multiradio configuration and the channel-power tradeoff, which can
be realized by decentralized Markov approximation. Furthermore, we introduce a location-aware contention-free multi-polling
access scheduling scheme for vehicular media streaming, which
considered both the realistic vehicular applications and dynamics
of wireless channel conditions. Through extensive simulations
with real-world empirical TVWS data and urban vehicular
traces, we demonstrate that our WhiteFi infostation solution can
well support both the delay-sensitive and delay-tolerant vehicular
media streaming services.
Index Terms— TV white spaces, geolocation, media streaming,
Markov approximation, multi-polling.

I. I NTRODUCTION

W

ITH the penetration of broadband Internet access
and advance of automotive mobile operating systems,
it is foreseeable that the Internet-based on-board multimedia
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services, e.g., real-time navigation video reporting for traffic
conditions, online multimedia streaming for social networking and location-aware video advertising, would become a
necessity in Vehicular Ad-hoc NETworks (VANET) in the
very near future to facilitate better road safety, provide in-car
entertainment, and improve driving experience [1], [2]. To be
concrete, the Internet-based vehicular tailor-made multimedia streaming applications can provide more precise, comprehensive and user-friendly services compared with plain
text based applications, which can be distributed through
3G/4G-LTE cellular networks [3] or Wi-Fi hotspots [4].
However, cellular networks faces an uphill battle against the
explosive growth of mobile data traffic and with relatively
expensive cost; while “drive-thru” Wi-Fi is ill-suited to support
vehicular multimedia streaming due to the intermittent connectivity [5]. Therefore, it is imperative to explore viable solutions
providing ubiquitous, high-rate, cost-effective connectivity for
vehicular media streaming [6].
TV White Spaces (TVWS) exploitation has opened up a
promising opportunity for wireless connectivity because of the
abundant unlicensed spectrum resource at VHF/UHF bands
and better signal penetration property for long-range wireless
broadband access [7] compared with the higher frequency
bands, such as 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz ISM bands. It has been
shown in [7] that a 6 MHz-wide TV channel with 4 W
transmission power can robustly propagate at leat 1200 m with
more than 80 Mb/s capacity. With specially deployed Internetbased TVWS infrastructure, referred to as WhiteFi Infostation,
diverse contents can be disseminated to vehicles via longrange connectivity in the white spaces networks. To enable
effective vehicular content distribution, especially for media
streaming by utilizing the TVWS, the first challenge is to
efficiently plan the TVWS network for WhiteFi Infostations
deployment based on the availability of local TVWS channels
which changes over time and location. Especially, powerspectrum tradeoff for TVWS is observed in [8], i.e., with
the increase of transmission power, the number of available
TVWS channels acquired in Geolocation database (GDB)
will be reduced accordingly because of the FCC’s policy for
protecting the incumbent TV users. The set of available TVWS
channels for a WhiteFi Infostation, which is queried from the
GDB, is therefore subject to for particular time and location,
transmission power, as well as the permitted level of interInfostation interference. Such dynamics of channel availability
imposes considerable challenge in configuring WhiteFi Infostations in terms of transmission power and communication
channels to enhance the TVWS utilization. This motivates
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us to jointly investigate the multi-radio configuration and the
channel-power tradeoff for WhiteFi Infostations deployed in
a given geographic area with the objective of maximizing the
network-wide throughput.
To efficiently disseminate vehicular media streaming from
WhiteFi Infostations, the second challenge we aim to address
in this paper is to design efficient vehicular access scheme
by considering the following aspects: 1) Different vehicular media streaming applications have different delay and
throughput constraints, e.g., the deadline-sensitive navigation
video reporting for traffic conditions and delay-tolerant video
file downloading. It is necessary to coordinate the vehicle
access within the coverage of WhiteFi Infostation according to
different Quality-of-Service (QoS) requirements of vehicular
media streaming applications; 2) As indicated by [9] that the
Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) based access scheme
does not work well in the Wi-Fi-like TVWS deployment due to
the increased contending number in the long-distance coverage
range of white spaces networking. To avoid the Medium
Access Control (MAC) performance deterioration due to the
contention and guarantee the time-bounded vehicular access
for deadline-sensitive vehicular media streaming, a centralized
scheduling is preferred; and 3) Vehicle mobility introduces
significant dynamics of wireless channel conditions for the
long-range vehicular connection to WhiteFi Infostations in
terms of location-dependent data rate. Intuitively, mobilityaware access control consideration can be helpful to improve
the vehicular media streaming performance, particulary for
improving the transmitting throughput of delay-tolerant vehicular traffic services [10].
For the aforementioned considerations and to well address
the two aiming challenges in this paper, we first demonstrate
the empirical observations of unique TVWS features by analyzing the real-world TVWS data collected from the Geolocation database. Based on our observations, we jointly consider
a multi-radio configuration and channel-power tradeoff for
WhiteFi Infostation deployment and formulate the generalized
white spaces planning into a Maximum Weight Clique (MWC)
problem, which can be realized by decentralized Markov
approximation. For the vehicular media streaming within
the coverage of WhiteFi Infostation, we consider the Point
Coordination Function (PCF) based Wi-Fi-like scheduling
mechanism, in order to guarantee the delay-bounded vehicular
media streaming applications. We introduce the contentionfree multi-polling scheduling scheme to reduce the polling
overhead in the PCF scheme. More importantly, we elaborately design the location-aware multi-polling vehicular access
scheduling scheme to better support both the deadline-driven
and delay-tolerant vehicular media streaming applications and
adapt to the wireless channel variations due to the vehicular
mobility. We highlight our contributions in two-fold in the
light of previous literature works:
• Generalized multi-radio and channel-power joint optimization in the white spaces planning: Observed from the
real-world empirical TVWS data collections, we formulate the generalized multi-radio and channel-power joint
optimization, and solve the NP-hard planning problem
with the decentralized Markov approximation, which can
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provide guidance in the general white spaces networking
designs, including the VANET.
• Location-aware contention-free multi-polling scheduling
for vehicular media streaming: Explicitly taking into
account both the realistic vehicular media streaming
applications and dynamics of wireless channel conditions, we design the mobility-aware contention-free
multi-polling vehicular scheduling scheme to support
both delay-sensitive and delay-tolerant vehicular media
streaming services. The proposed vehicular content distribution scheduling approach in essence is compatible
with the classic IEEE 802.11 PCF scheme.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 reviews the related works. Section 3 describes
the WhiteFi Infostation framework for VANET.
Section 4 introduces the optimal white spaces planning.
Section 5 presents the vehicular access scheduling in WhiteFi
Infostations. Section 6 gives the simulation results, and
Section 7 concludes the paper.
II. R ELATED W ORKS
Regarding the white spaces utilization, there have been
active theoretical researches on two types of classical approaches, i.e., conventional spectrum sensing based
approach [11]–[13] and database-assisted approach. Spectrum
sensing based approach is expensive in terms of energy
consumption cost and circuitry complexity, and the problem
of TV signals detection accuracy using spectrum sensing
remains. In contrast, the Geolocation based approach does
not require any hardware and is easier for implementation,
since it only needs devices to report their locations to a
web service, which in turn returns the available TV channels at the locations. FCC has approved the IEEE 802.11af
standard to provide Geolocation database assisted dynamic
white spaces access [7]. For the up-to-date research works,
Murty et al. [14] indicated the Geolocation database assisted
white spaces networking can provide mobile users with more
convenient and stable dynamic access. Gao et al. [15] proposed the Geolocation database-driven opportunistic spectrum access approach to support the mobile users, which
is designed for the vehicle-to-vehicle communication scenario. Chen and Huang [16] proposed the single-channel
white spaces networking deployment with the support of
Geolocation database. Madhavan et al. [8] introduced
the utilization approach of low-power TVWS channels
for small-coverage-range cellular networks. In addition,
Ameigeiras et al. [17] investigated how to dynamically deploy
the small cells in TV white spaces. The proposed smallcoverage white spaces networking solutions are more suitable
to support the static users due to the limited communication
coverage range.
It has been well demonstrated in [18] that the content
dissemination challenge is to balance the cost and ubiquity
for wireless data delivery. To study the efficient Internetbased vehicular multimedia streaming, Lee et al. [19] and
Xu et al. [20] investigated a cellular network and
Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) combined hybrid vehicular networks framework. In addition,
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Fig. 1. Geolocation database assisted vehicular content distribution scenario
with WhiteFi Infostations.
Fig. 2. The investigated Geolocation database located on the Route.5, USA.

Liang and Zhuang [21] introduced a cellular/Infostation integrated networking framework for on-demand data service
delivery. To further reduce the multimedia content distribution
cost, Li et al. [22], Soldo et al. [23], and Asefi et al. [24]
investigated the joint Wi-Fi and inter-vehicle communication
supported hybrid vehicular networks framework. However,
the all above proposed hybrid vehicular network frameworks
are ill-suited to support the delay-sensitive vehicular multimedia streaming applications due to store-carry-and-forward
content distribution feature. For the up-to-date research works,
in terms of the vehicular content disseminate with the support
of white spaces infrastructure, Yu et al. [13] studied the
bandwidth efficient and rate-adaptive video delivery by using
the dynamically sensed TVWS channels. By fully considering
the TVWS spatial spectrum reuse, Chen et al. [25] introduced
a vehicular Infotainment service provisioning approach with
the goal of content delivery throughput maximization and
spectrum efficiency enhancement. Lim et al. [26] only considered the delay-sensitive emergency safety message (ESM)
dissemination by utilizing the TVWS channels.
III. WhiteFi I NFOSTATION FOR VANET
We investigate the potentially deployed WhiteFi Infostations
for vehicular media streaming by utilizing the TVWS channels
in urban city scenario, which is shown in Fig. 1. To make
a full use of the available local TVWS spectrum resource,
we consider a set of N WhiteFi Infostations denoted by
N = {1, 2, . . . , N }, which can operate on most M TVWS
channels simultaneously with multi-radio configuration [27].
We assume the locations of N WhiteFi Infostations are
fixed which are distributed in a D × D squared region. The
location of WhiteFi Infostation n is denoted by Ln , and
n ∈ N . Based on the IEEE 802.11af standard, we consider
the location-dependent white spaces networking specifically
for vehicular media streaming, which is composed of the
Geolocation Data Base Server (GDBS), Registered Location
Secure Server (RLSS) and WhiteFi Infostations. Specifically,
GDBS can perform the local vacant TVWS channel query to
the Geolocation database via Internet. RLSS can coordinate
the optimal dynamic TVWS spectrum resource utilization
among different WhiteFi Infostations, including the TVWS
spectrum assignment/coordination for the co-channel and adjacent channel interference avoidance. In this paper, GDBS is

considered to function as Geolocation database. RLSS can
be considered as the implementation entity of white spaces
planning. WhiteFi Infostations will provide the Internet-based
long-range broadband access for vehicular media streaming
considering both the delay-sensitive and delay-tolerant vehicular service requirements. The many symbols used in this paper
have been summarized in Table I.
A. WhiteFi Channel-Power Dependent Map
According to the FCC’s regulation rules, there are three
types of TVWS channels that can be utilized for the white
spaces networking, i.e., fixed devices, mode-II devices and
mode-I devices, which can be denoted by SnF , SnI I and SnI ,
respectively. For fixed devices, the available operation channels are ranging from channel 2 to channel 51 except the
channel 3, 4 and 37, i.e., SnF  {Tn |n = 2 : 1 : 51\ {3, 4, 37} }.
For the mode-II devices and mode-I devices, the available operation channels are ranging from the channel 21
to channel 51 except the channel 37, i.e., SnI = SnI I 
{Tn |n = 21 : 1 : 51\ {37}}. We denote the complete set of
available TVWS channels queried from the Geolocation database by S = {T2 , T3 , . . . , T51 }, and denote the bandwidth of
each TV band by Bw = 6 MHz. For WhiteFi Infostation n
deployed at the location Ln , the set of available TVWS
channels can be denoted by S(Ln ). Here, we assume that each
WhiteFi Infostation is associated with a fixed location, and we
can simplify the notion of S(Ln ) into Sn , and Sn ⊂ S. There are
at most three types of configurable TVWS channels at location
Ln , n ∈ N , depending on the transmission power constraint.
The allowed power window of available TVWS channels
are (0, 4000mW ], (0, 100mW ] and (0, 40mW ], respectively.
Accordingly, the sets of allowed transmission power for the
three types of TVWS channels can be denoted by PnF , PnI I and
PnI , respectively. By utilizing the two widely recognized white
spaces database pilots hosted by Spectrum Bridge [28] and
Telcordia [29], we study the availability of TVWS channels
of 8 different locations along the Route No.5 between the
San Diego and Los Angeles, which is shown in Fig. 2.
Based on our double-week data collections, Figs. 3-4 show the
significant rules/phenomena of database-assisted white spaces
for the dynamic sharing. We have the following two important
observations:
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Fig. 3.

The TVWS channel statistics at 8 locations of Route.5, USA.
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of defined TVWS device is with a consecutive window range.
Considering the discrete power control realization, we can
set effective segmentation step for power transmission range
division. For more exactly approaching to the continuous
power control optimization, we define different segmentation
parameters for different power control adjustments of the three
types of TVWS devices, which are denoted by  F ,  I ,  I I ,
respectively, and we have  I <  I I <  F . Hence, we can
get the transmission power selection sets of three types of
TVWS devices, i.e., PnF , PnI I and PnI , shown as follows,
respectively,


PnI  0mW :  I mW : 40mW


PnI I  PnI ∪ 40mW :  I I mW : 100mW


(1)
PnF  PnI I ∪ 100mW :  F mW : 4000mW
We denote the channel-power dependent selection for
WhiteFi Infostation n by (cn , pn (cn )), i.e., the WhiteFi
Infostation n selects the TVWS channel cn from the available
TVWS channel set Sn with the transmission power pn (cn ) for
the local WhiteFi Infostation channel configuration, and the
dependent channel-power relationship satisfies the following
relationship:
⎧
F
F
⎪
⎨Pn , cn ⊂ Sn
I
(2)
pn (cn ) ∈ Pn , cn ⊂ SnI
⎪
⎩ II
I
I
Pn , cn ⊂ Sn
B. Vehicular Mobility Model

Fig. 4.

The TVWS channel distribution of mode I/II and fixed devices.

Observation 1: The available TVWS channels queried from
Geolocation database is with spatial variation, which is foreseen from the data statistics of Fig. 3 in the 8 investigated
locations.
Observation 2: With the decrease of transmission power,
there will be more available TVWS channels in the designated
locations, which is claimed in as the power-spectrum tradeoff
curve phenomenon as well. This power-spectrum tradeoff
curve phenomenon cannot be applied for mode-II devices.
Fig. 4 further manifests that the fixed devices and mode-II
devices have almost the same available channels in SnF and SnI I
from the channel sequence T21 to T51 .
The two observations can provide meaningful guidance
for the white spaces planning. Observation 1 suggests the
Geolocation database assisted dynamic spectrum access will
become more convenient and stable due to the gradual temporal variation of available TVWS channels. To maximize the
TVWS utilization, a general white spaces planning including
both the fixed TVWS channel and mode II/I TVWS channel
configuration is a necessity by considering the spatial variation
and power-spectrum tradeoff phenomenon of available TVWS
channels in Observation 2. In addition, based on the TVWS
usage rules from FCC, the transmission power for each type

To analyze the vehicular sojourn time durations within
the coverage of WhiteFi Infostation, here, we can apply the
widely investigated Fluid Traffic Motion (FTM) model [30]
to capture the macroscopic vehicular relationship between the
traffic density
δ and average vehicular speed , shown as

 = max min , max (1 − δ δ j am ) , where min and max
are denoted as the minimal and maximal vehicular driving
speed, respectively; δ and δ j am are the factual and jammed
traffic density, respectively. As investigated in [31], the driving
speed i of arbitrary vehicle i follows the normal distribution.
We define a truncated Probability Distribution Function (PDF)
of driving speed i to avoid generating the negative or zero
speeds, which is expressed as
f (i ) = f  (i ) /
=

where f  (i ) =

1
2 er f

√1 e
ς 2π



−

max
min

f  (i ) di

f  (i )



− 12 er f min√−

max
√−
ς 2
2
i −
√
ς 2

(3)

ς 2

and er f (x) =

2
π

x
0

e−t dt,
2

 ∈ [min , max ], ς = γ , min =  − ϕς , and
the typical value of two-tuple (γ , ϕ) depends on the traffic
state [31].
We can get the PDF of vehicular residence time for a given
connectivity range Dv i of vehicle v i within the coverage of
WhiteFi Infostation, which is shown as:
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TABLE I
S UMMARY OF I MPORTANT S YMBOLS

Lemma 1: Given the vehicle i ’s connectivity range to one
WhiteFi Infostation is Dv i , and the arriving vehicular driving
speed follows the normal distribution, the PDF of vehicle’s
residence time f Dvi (τ ) within the WhiteFi Infostation coverage
is as follows,
2

f Dvi (τ ) =

℘Dv i −( Dvςi /τ√2− )
Dv i
Dv i
, τ ∈[
,
]
√ e
2


τ ς 2π
max
min

(4)

Proof: The Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of
vehicle’s residence time F Dvi (τ ) can be derived by combining
the CDF of vehicle’s speed F [31], shown as
FDvi (τ ) = 1 − F (

℘
Dv /τ − 
Dv i
) = 1 − [1 + erf( i √
)]
τ
2
ς 2

Fig. 5.
Multi-radio dynamic white spaces planning for urban WhiteFi
Infostations.

(5)



 
¯
¯
where ℘ = 2/ erf max√− − erf min√− . By setting
ς 2

ς 2

the derivative of expression F Dvi (τ ) and combining
2
d
√2 −x , we can prove the lemma.

d x erf(x) = π e
We can easily get the expression of mean vehicle’s residence
time within a given vehicular connectivity range Dv i , based
on the PDF of vehicle’s residence time f Dvi (τ ), which can be
shown as
¯ Dv =
i
=

Dvi /min
Dvi /max
Dvi /min
Dvi /max

τ f Dvi (τ )dτ
2

℘ · Dv i −( Dvςi /τ√2− )
dτ
√ e
τ ς 2π

(6)

IV. O PTIMAL W HITE S PACES P LANNING
A. Problem Formulation
We consider the WhiteFi Infostation is configured with
one channel in each radio transmitter, and hence, the
M-radio white spaces planning problem is equivalent to a
M-channel configuration optimization in essence, which is
shown in Fig. 5. We use M-channel configuration and
M-radio configuration two terms interchangeably. To be more
practical, we study the optimal white spaces planning, which is
based on real-world TVWS data collection in Waterloo, shown
in Fig. 6. We denote the joint channel-power selection set
for WhiteFi Infostation n by (cn , pn (cn )) M , n = {1, 2, . . . N}.
When M = 1, it means the single-channel WhiteFi Infostation
configuration. We denote the feasible M-channel and joint
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investigate the generalized channel-power selection space Jn
of the white spaces networking. We denote the perfect set
of available TVWS channels by S = {T2 , T3 , . . . , T51 }, and
we do not distinguish the TVWS device type in the channelpower selection space Jn , and consider the power control range
as (0mW, 4000mW ] for defining the generalized channelpower selection space. For TVWS channel ci = Ti with
power transmission pi , and Ti ∈ S, the power
 transmission


100−40
+
+ 4000−100
range can be divided into 40−0
I
I I
F
segments. Hence, we can provide a generalized formulation of
available joint channel-power selection matrix Jn of WhiteFi
Infostation n, which is shown as follows,
Fig. 6.

Real-world TVWS data collection in Waterloo, Ontario, Canada.

channel-power selection set for WhiteFi Infostation n by JnM .
Easily, we can denote T M = (c1M , c2M , . . . ., c NM ) as the
M-channel configuration profile for all WhiteFi Infostations,
and denote P M = ( p1M , p2M , . . . ., p NM ) as the M-channel
transmission power configuration on the selected channels,
which forms a joint channel-power selection set for all the
N WhiteFi Infostations, denoted by ϒ M = (T, P) M . For
M-channel WhiteFi Infostation deployment, the Shannon
capacity of WhiteFi Infostation n can be calculated as,




pi
M
n
(7)
En (ϒ ) =
Bw log2 1 +  pm , cm , φ
ri,n
m∈M
where  (·) is the cumulative signal-to-noise ratio function,
pm

, φ is a path loss para (·)  n 

φ
φ

cm +

m∈M

i∈N /{n}ci =cm

pi ri,n

meter, ri,n is the distance from WhiteFi Infostation i to
WhiteFi Infostation n, cnm is the background noise power
including the interference from incumbent primary TV users
on the channel cm , and the accumulated interference from
other WhiteFi
that choose the same channel cm is

Infostations
φ
denoted by m∈M i∈N /{n}:ci =cm pi ri,n .
Our motivation is to maximize the network-wide throughput, which is the accumulated Shannon capacity of all
the N WhiteFi Infostations with M-channel configuration.
Basically, the WhiteFi Infostations need to collectively
 M ∗ deterwith
mine the optimal channel selection
profile
T
 P ∗
,
here
we
can
have
the best power
control
strategy
T
    
 M ∗
∗
∗
ϒ
= T M , P M , which forms an optimal com-

T2 T3 . . . T K
⎛

⎞
p12 . . . p1K
⎜
.. ⎟
..
Jn = ⎝ ...
.
. ⎠
···

pI 2

(9)

pI K

Where I is the size of divided power transmission sections,

 
 

100−40
4000−100
and I = 40−0
+
+
; K is the maximal
I
I I
F

sequence number of available TVWS channel, here K = 51.
For the notion pik , i = 1, 2, . . . , I, k = 2, 3, . . . ., K in the
matrix Jn , we will discuss the detailed cases for the joint
channel-power selection strategy of the WhiteFi Infostation n:
• pi j = 0: The channel T j is not available for WhiteFi
Infostation n or WhiteFi Infostation n does not select the
channel T j for the local configuration optimization.
• pi j  = 0: The channel T j is selected. For singlechannel configuration scenario, the current joint
channel-power selection for  WhiteFi Infostation

n can be denoted by
cn = Ti , pn (cn ) = pi j .
If cn ⊂ SnI I , then pi,k ∈ PnI I ; If cn ⊂ SnI , then pi,k ∈ PnI .
We can rewrite (8) as a typical MWC optimization problem,



i.e., maxϒ M ∈J n∈N En ϒ M . The MWC optimization problem has the equivalent optimal value as the following problem:




pϒ M
En ϒ M
MWC - EQ:
max
pϒ M 0

s.t.

ϒ M ∈J



ϒ M ∈J

n∈N

pϒ M = 1

(10)

B. Optimal Dynamic TVWS Assignment

where pϒ M is the joint channel-power selection probability.
Obviously, when the optimal channel-power profile is
selected with the probability 1, the problem of MWC-EQ
will have the exact solution as that of MWC. Based on the
conclusion from [32], (10) can be well approximated by using
the following convex optimization problem:

 1 


pϒ M
En ϒ M −
pϒ M log pϒ M
max
pϒ M 0
α M
n∈N
ϒ M ∈J
ϒ ∈J

s.t.
pϒ M = 1
(11)

The optimization of (8) is a general combinatorial optimization problem, which could be challenging due to the
large size of discrete solution space J, even in a centralized processing way. To better solve the problem, we first

where α is a positive constant to control the approximation
ratio, and when α → ∞, the optimization approximation
of (11) will become the exact solution of (10).

bination such that the network-wide throughput can be
maximized, i.e.,

∗


ϒM =
arg max
En (ϒ M )
(8)
 N
ϒ M ∈J = m=1
JmM

n∈N

N
JmM is denoted as the multi-channel and joint
where m=1
channel-power selection profile of all N WhiteFi Infostations
over the discrete solution space J.

ϒ M ∈J
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We can derive a close-form optimization solution of problem (11) by applying the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions [33]. Let λ be the Lagrange multiplier associated with
the equality constraint and p∗ M be the optimal solution of
ϒ
problem (11), we can have

 1

1
En ϒ M − log p∗ M (En ) − + λ = 0, ∀ϒ M ∈ J
ϒ
α
α
n∈N

(12)


ϒ M ∈J

p

∗
ϒM

(En ) = 1

(13)

λ≥0

(14)

Based on the derived result in [27], we can get the optimal
solution p∗ M (En ) in (11) as
ϒ


 
exp α n∈N En ϒ M
∗


 
(15)
p M (En ) = 
ϒ
exp α n∈N En ϒ M
M
ϒ

∈J

Theorem 1: Given any probability distribution of joint
channel-power selection p∗ M (En ) in (15), there exists at least
ϒ
one continuous-time time-reversible ergodic Markov chain
whose stationary distribution is p∗ M (En ).
ϒ
Proof: Reference [32] has proved that (15) can be implemented by modeling as a distributed time-reversible Markov
chain, and as the Markov chain converges, the optimal joint
channel-power selection p∗ M (En ) can achieve the maximal
ϒ
network-wide throughput of M-radio white spaces planning.
Hence, we can prove the theorem.

Based on the above theoretical analysis, the proposed Optimal Dynamic TVWS Assignment (ODTA) algorithm can be
realized in a distributed Markov chain way, which is described
as follows in Algorithm 1.
Theorem 2: The gap between the proposed ODTA algorithm
for M-radio and joint channel-power configuration and the
optimal solution of MWC optimal problem is bounded by
1
α log |J|.
Proof: It is known from [32] that we can use the differentiable function to approximate the MWC problem, i.e.,
⎞
⎛

 1





En ϒ M ≈ log
exp ⎝α
En ϒ M ⎠
max
α
ϒ M ∈J
M
ϒ ∈J

n∈N

n∈N

(16)
By applying the Log-Sum-Exp approximation equation in [33],
i.e.,

n
max x i  log
e xi  max x i + log (n)
i=1

i=1,2,...n

i=1,2,...n

we can have
max

ϒ M ∈J


n∈N

⎞
⎛






1
En ϒ M ≤ log
exp ⎝α
En ϒ M ⎠
α
M
ϒ ∈J

n∈N

1
(17)
+ log |J|
α
Hence, we can prove the theorem.

Theorem3: The computational
complexity of ODTA algo
 M
rithm is  NC KM C I1  . When the radio number M = 1,
the computational complexity is  (N K I ).

Algorithm 1 ODTA Algorithm
φ

φ

Input: WhiteFi n ∈N = {1, 2, . . . , 
N }, M, φ,rn , α, cnm , ri,n .
 M ∗
 M ∗  M ∗
Output: ϒ
= T
, P
.
1: Initialization:
2: Generating the joint channel-power selection matrix Jn ,
3: RLSS informs Jn to WhiteFi Infostation n, n ∈ N ;
4: WhiteFi Infostation n randomly selects a joint channel
M
 M ∗
power configuration
cn,0 , pn,0 (cn,0 )
i. e.,
ϒ
←


ϒ0M = T0M , P0M .
5: End initialization
6: Loop Iteration i :
7:
RLSS randomly select one WhiteFi Infostation n,
n ∈ N , to update the M-radio channel-power configuration;
8:
If WhiteFi Infostation
n is selected, Do

9:
Calculating n∈N En (ϒ M );
10:
WhiteFi Infostation n selects a channelpower configuration
ϒiM = (cn , pn (cn )) M with probability
 
exp α



(

En (ϒiM )
n∈N
 ,


exp α n∈N En ( ϒiM )

Then;

) 
∗
ϒ M ← ϒiM , i = i + 1,
12:
End if
13: End Loop
∗  M ∗  M ∗ 

.
14: Return ϒ M
= T
, P
ϒM
i

∈J

11:

Proof: The ODTA algorithm is performed with the unit
of iteration. In each iteration, RLSS will select one WhiteFi
Infostation for the channel and power configuration update.
Line 9 involves the summation of the capacities of N
WhiteFi
Since individual WhiteFi Infostation has
  Infostations.
M
channel-power selection choices. This step has
C KM C I1
 M
the complexity of NC KM C I1 . Line 10 involves at most


M
summation and division operations and hence has a
C KM C I1
 M
complexity of C KM C I1 . Line 11 has a complexity of  (1).
Suppose that the ODTA algorithm takes  (α) iterations for
the algorithm to converge, which is related to the optimization
approximation ratio α. Then total computational complexity of

 M 
ODTA algorithm is  NC KM C I1  . Easily, when M = 1,
the computational complexity can be given as  (N K I ).
Hence, we can prove the theorem.

V. V EHICULAR ACCESS IN WhiteFi I NFOSTATION
The DCF based access scheme cannot well address the
increased congestion in the large-coverage Wi-Fi-like TVWS
deployments, which is showed in [9]. The PCF based access
approach can support the time-bounded services, which will
be helpful for the delay-sensitive vehicular media streaming applications. To further reduce the overhead of polling
approach in the PCF scheme [34], [35], we introduce
the Contention-Free Multi-Polling (CFMP) vehicular access
method for the M-stream dynamic vehicular access scheduling
among different vehicular services within the coverage of the
WhiteFi Infostation.
The CFMP vehicular access scheduling process is controlled
by polling from a Point Coordinator (PC) at the WhiteFi
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S I N Rv k as the received SINR of vehicular user k, which
is a location-aware value related to the distance between
the vehicular user k and WhiteFi Infostation n and other
interfering WhiteFi Infostations using the same TVWS
φ
φ
channel, i.e., rv k and rv k ,i . Given an optimal channel-power
 M ∗
selection set ϒ
by ODTA algorithm, S I N Rv k can be
calculated by
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Fig. 7. The vehicular contention-free multi-polling access process associated
with one WhiteFi Infostation.

infostation, which is performed with the unit of superframe,
and shown in the Fig. 7. We consider that each superframe
is with a fixed interval unit, which is composed of MultiPolling Vector Update (MPVU) phase and Multi-Polling Data
Transmission (MPDT) phase. In the MPVU phase, PC will
collect the current access status information including the
wireless link status and vehicular traffic service information by
broadcasting the Status-Request Multi-Polling (SRMP) frame
to the vehicles with media streaming requirements, and based
on the vehicular access criterions, we employ an optimal multipolling scheduling ring for implementing the multi-polling
data transmission in the MPDT phase. Our main motivation
of CFMP vehicular access scheduling is to adapt to the varied
wireless channel status, vehicular mobility and most importantly the different vehicular media streaming requirements.
For simplification, we only consider the vehicular access
scheduling within the coverage of one WhiteFi Infostation
and assume that each vehicle randomly associates with one
WhiteFi Infostation and keeps connecting until it moves out
of the coverage region. We first present the following definitions before making the optimal vehicular access scheduling
decisions.
Let Ts f be the superframe duration which is composed
of one MPVU duration Tvu and one MPDT duration Tdt ,
i.e., Ts f = Tvu + Tdt . As shown in Fig. 7, we can
form a N + M-user multi-polling transmission ring given
a K -user access scheduling requirement, and Tvu , Tdt can be
respectively given as:
Tvu = Tbea + Tsrmp + K Tsr + (K + 1) Tsi f s
Tdt = Tdt mp +

N

i=1

T pre + Thdr + Tack + 2Tsi f s +

(18)


L load
Rv k

(19)
where Tbea , Tsrmp , Tsr , T pre , Thdr , Tack , Tdt mp are
the time durations of beacon frame, Status-Request
MultiPoll (SRMP) frame, Status-Response (SR) frame,
preamble frame, PHY and MAC header frame, ACK frame
and Data Transmission MultiPoll (DTMP) frame respectively.
Tsi f s is the SIFS idle time. Rv k is an auto-rate function,
which maps the given minimum received SINR to the raw
bit rate Rv k provided to the vehicular user k [9]. We define

is the coverage radius of WhiteFi Infostation n.
where
φ
rn is related to the configured channel frequency f and
transmission power pm , and can be calculated by applying the
free-space path loss model. According to the FCC regulations,
each TVWS channel can be matched to a unique frequency
range [ f (ci ), f (ci ) + 6M H z]. Based on the aforementioned
coverage radius calculation parameters, we can get the coverage rn ((cn , pn (cn ))) of the WhiteFi Infostation n with the
(cn , pn (cn )) channel-power configuration, n ∈ N , which can
be expressed as:
Pr x = Pt x ( pn ) − 20log10 (rn ) − 20log10 ( f (cn )) − 32.45
(21)
where rn ((cn , pn (cn ))) is given in km, and the coverage radius
of m-radio WhiteFi Infostation configuration can be calculated
accordingly by (21) accordingly.
We denote GTt f = {V1 , V2 , . . . , Vk } as the vehicular access
set, and the targeted volume size set of vehicular media streaming is denoted by O = OV1 , OV2 , . . . , OVk . The required
task completion delay
set for the targeted vehicular tasks is

denoted by D = dv 1 , dv 2 , . . . ., dv k . We consider two types
of vehicular content distribution services within the coverage
of WhiteFi Infostation, i.e., 1) delay-sensitive vehicular media
streaming services, such as real-time navigation video reporting for traffic conditions and online media streaming etc.;
2) delay-tolerant vehicular content distribution services, such
as large-volume sized media file downloading and locationaware video advertising. For simplification, we assume each
vehicle with content distribution requirement only submits
one type of vehicular service application for each superframe scheduling when it drives within the coverage range of
WhiteFi infostation. If the service requirement Ov i of vehicle i
is delay-sensitive, we$ denote
% the time constraint for the task
completion delay by 0, dv i ; If the service requirement Ov i of
vehicular i is delay-tolerant, we consider the time constraint
for the service completion delay is the whole sojourn time
within
of WhiteFi infostation, which is denoted
%
$ the coverage
by 0, Dvi , i.e., dv i = Dvi .
A. Optimal Vehicular Media Streaming
The optimal vehicular media streaming scheduling is necessary for both the delay-sensitive and delay-tolerant vehicular services in the MPDT phase. After the MPVU phase,
the PC forms the updated multi-polling scheduling ring and
the MPDT phase starts accordingly. We consider the constant
superframe duration Ts f and fixed length of payload L load for
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each targeted transmission of one scheduled vehicular user in
the MPDT phase. Considering the SINR based vehicular transmission rate Rv k , the time duration of transmission window
Tdt,v k of each scheduled vehicular user will be different, i.e.,
Tdt,v k = Tdt mp +T pre +Thdr +Tack +2Tsi f s +

L load


Rv k S I N R v k

which means the larger data-rate Rv k is, the less occupied transmission duration of scheduled user will be allocated in one superframe Tdt . Hence, selecting a vehicular user with high data-rate will save transmission time
for other vehicular users in a fixed superframe duration.
We schedule the two types of traffic services among the
M-stream synchronously
with the
$
% unit of one superframe
duration, i.e., ( p − 1) Ts f , pTs f , p ∈ N+ . For the paralleled
M-stream vehicular services scheduling, and considering the
allocated scheduling fraction for the delay-sensitive and delaytolerant services is F and 1 − F respectively, we can get
the transmission time window for the delay-sensitive services
and delay-tolerant services in one superframe is MF Ts f
and M (1 − F ) Ts f respectively. We consider the allocated
scheduling fraction for the two types of traffic services during
each superframe is fixed and the two types of traffic services
is uncorrelated, hence, we can design different scheduling
algorithms for the two types of services, which would not
affect the performance of two types of scheduled services.
We discuss distinguished scheduling optimizations for the two
types of traffic services shown as follows.
Delay-Sensitive Vehicular
Traffic Services:
During each
%
$
superframe duration ( p − 1) Ts f , pTs f , and p ∈ N+ in
the MPVD phase, the goal of multi-polling vehicular access
scheduling principle is to serve the maximal number of vehicular users with delay-sensitive requirements. If vehicular i is
selected for the data transmission during p-th polling period,
which can be denoted by v i , p = 1, otherwise, v i , p = 0.
Given the vehicular user set Ar with delay-sensitive traffic
services requirements, the scheduling formulation goal and
constraints can be expressed as:

+
max
vi , p , p ∈ N
i∈Ar

s.t. dv i  pTs f
v , p ∈ {0, 1}
i



L load /Rv i S I N Rv i
i∈Ar

vi

 MF Ts f

(22)

The M-stream multi-user scheduling problem for delaysensitive vehicular traffic services in (22) is a typical
Job-Shop Problem (JSP), which is NP-Hard [36]. To maximize
the served number of vehicular users with delay-sensitive
traffic requirements, we define the heuristic admission control
conditions for the delay-sensitive vehicular traffic services in
the vehicular user set Ar as follows: 1) The Most-UrgentFirst-Served (MUFS) rule for the services with one-superframe
completion delay, e.g., traffic safety related media content
distribution. For those types of messages with the constraint
Ov i  L load , we consider the priority condition to the delaysensitive parameter, which can be expressed as v i  v k ,
iff dv i > dv k  pTs f . 2) The First-Completion-FirstServed (FCFS) rule for the services with multi-superframe

Algorithm 2 DSVS Algorithm



Input: p, F , Ts f , M, GTt f , O, Rv i S I N Rv i .
Output: MPr .
1: Initialize:  = 0; MPr = ∅, v i = 0, v i ∈ |Ar |.
2: [D∗ ,I] = S O RT (D, Ascend );
3: For i = 1;i  |Ar | do
4:
If   MF Ts f do


5:
 =  + L load /Rv I (i) S I N Rv I (i)
6:
v I (i) = 1, MPr ← MPr ∪ v I (i) ;
7:
End If;
8: End
&  For
 '∗
Ovi −( p−1)L load


9: [
,I]
Rv i S I N R v i
(
)
p
= S O RT (
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

Ov i −

j =1 v i , j L load


Rv i S I N R v i

, Ascend );

While   MF Ts f && v i == 0 do
For i = 1;i  |Ar | do


 =  + L load /Rv I (i) S I N Rv I (i) ,
MPr ← MPr ∪ v I (i) ;
End For
End While
Return MPr .

v I (i)

= 1,

completion delay. The second priority condition is the predicted earliest completed tasks during the p-th superframe
scheduling transmission, which is related to the residual volume size of targeted transmission data after the completion
of p-th superframe scheduling transmission

 and the locationaware transmission data rate Rv k S I N Rv k . The FCFS rule
can be expressed as v i  v k , iff




p
p


Ov i −
Ov k −
v i , j L load
v k , j L load
j =1



Rv i S I N R v i



>

j =1



Rv k S I N R v k

(23)

The optimal polling users set MPr with delay-sensitive
vehicular media streaming services in the scheduling list
includes two subsets, i.e., the users with one-superframe
service completion delay and residual V potential scheduled
users with multi-superframe service completion delay, we can
formulate the optimal polling$ users selection process
dur%
ing each superframe duration ( p − 1) Ts f , pTs f , p ∈ N+ ,
as follows:
*

MPr  GTt f *Ov i  L load
 ⎞⎫
⎧
⎛
p
⎬
⎨
Ov i − j =1 v i , j L load
⎠ (24)


∪ Arg min V ⎝
⎭
⎩ v i ∈Ar
Rv i S I N R v i
Based on the above description, we present the DelaySensitive Vehicular Services (DSVS) scheduling in
Algorithm 2.
Delay-Tolerant Vehicular Traffic Services: For this type of
vehicular traffic services in the MPVD phase, the goal of
multi-polling scheduling principle is to guarantee the maximal
transmitted data for all the vehicles sojourned within the
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coverage of WhiteFi Infostation with certain level scheduling fairness. If vehicle i is selected for the data transmission
during the p-th polling period, we let v i , p = 1, otherwise
v i , p = 0. For the vehicular user set Ad with delay-tolerant
traffic services requirement, the formulation goal and constraints can be expressed as:




max
v i , p · Rv i , p S I N R v i , p
+
p∈N

s.t.

i∈Ad

∈ {0, 1}




L load /Rv i S I N Rv i
vi

i∈Ad

vi

 M (1 − F ) Ts f
(25)

Similarly, the M-stream multi-user scheduling problem for
delay-tolerant vehicular traffic services in (25) is a typical
job-shop problem, which is NP-Hard [36]. To achieve the
optimal goal, we aim at maximizing the transmitted data
volume within the coverage of WhiteFi Infostation while
considering the access scheduling fairness, and we define the
optimal admission control conditions for the delay-tolerant
vehicular traffic services in the vehicular user set Ad as
follows: 1) The Larger-Rate-First-Served (LRFS) rule: We give
the first priority condition to the vehicular
 users with the larger
physical layer data-rate Rv i S I N Rv i . The
 LRFS regulation

is expressed as v i  v k , iff Rv i S I N Rv i > Rv k S I N Rv k .
2) The Less-Transmitted-First-Served (LTFS) rule: To well
balance the different sojourn time length Dvi within the
coverage of WhiteFi Infostation and the fairness of vehicular
data transmission opportunities, we give the second priority
condition to the vehicular sojourn time and data transmission opportunity combined parameter, $and the LTFS regu%
lation during each superframe duration ( p − 1) Ts f , pTs f ,
p ∈ N+ can be formulated as v i  v k , iff


 p−1 
 p−1 
Ov i − j =l L load · v i , j
Ov k − j =l L load · v i , j
>
Ov i Dvi
Ov k Dvi
(26)
Hence, we can find the optimal polling users set MPd
with W delay-tolerant traffic services during each superframe
period by applying the optimal polling users selection function
for delay-tolerant services in the scheduling list, which
is a

weighted function of physical layer data-rate Rv i S I N Rv i
and the fairness of vehicular transmission opportunity. The
optimal polling users selection function for delay-tolerant
services can be formulated as:
MPd  arg max W {F (v i )}
v i ∈Ad

(27)

where F (·) is an additive function of F S I N R (v i ) and
F F AI R (v i ). We define γ + β = 1, and,
F (·)  γ F S I N R (v i ) + βF F AI R (v i )
where



Rv i S I N R v i


F S I N R (v i )  
v i ∈Ad Rv i S I N Rv i
 p−1
Ov k − j =1 L load · v i , j
F F AI R (v i ) 
Ov k Dvi
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Algorithm 3 DTVS Algorithm



Input: p, F , γ , Ts f , M, GTt f , O, Rv i S I N Rv i .
Output: MPd .
1: Initialize:  = 0;MPd = ∅.
2: For i = 1;i  |Ar | do
3:
vi = 0
4: End For
5: [F (·)∗ ,I] = S O RT (F (·), Descend );
6: For i = 1;i  Ar do
7:
If   M (1 − F ) Ts f do 

8:
 =  + L load /Rv I (i) S I N Rv I (i)
9:
v I (i) = 1, MPd ← MPd ∪ v I (i) ;
10:
End If;
11: End For
12: Return MPd .

Based on the above description, we give the Delay-Tolerant
Vehicular Services (DTVS) scheduling as in Algorithm 3:
Remark 1: The allocated scheduling duration fraction F
can both affect on the serviced vehicular users number with
delay-sensitive requirements and the mean throughput for the
vehicular access in WhiteFi Infostations. In order to avoid this
situation, we can define the adaptive fraction controlling regulation which is initialized by |Ar | |Ad |. If the multi-polling
access scheduling approach is experiencing increasing missed
deadlines of delay-sensitive vehicular users, we can increase
one transmission frame opportunity for the delay-sensitive
vehicular user, i.e., F = F + T X O P; if it is experiencing
growing wasted transmission time, we can decrease one transmission frame opportunity for the delay-sensitive vehicular
user, i.e., F = F − T X O P, where we have T X O P as,
⎛
T X O P = Tsi f s + Tbea + ⎝T pre + Thdr + Tack + 2Tsi f s
⎞
+

L load ⎠

min Rv i

(31)

v i ∈|Ar |

Remark 1 points out that the allocated scheduling duration fraction F can affect on the performance of proposed
CFMP vehicular access approach, e.g., serviced vehicular
users number with delay-sensitive requirements and the mean
vehicular access throughput. The allocated scheduling duration
fraction F needs to dynamically change according to the
delay requirements distribution of arriving services. Therefore, an adaptive fraction controlling regulation is a necessity in the proposed CFMP vehicular access scheduling
approach.

(28)
VI. S IMULATION R ESULTS
(29)
(30)

We evaluate the performance of both proposed optimal
white spaces planning and the vehicular media streaming
approach within the coverage of WhiteFi Infostation using
Matlab, and based on the YouTube statistic result of mobile
Internet video data analysis in [37], Table II lists the setting
of simulation parameters.
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TABLE II
S ETTING OF D ETAILED S IMULATION PARAMETERS

Fig. 10. The average system throughput with different radio configurations.

Fig. 8. The average node throughput of WhiteFi Infostation with α = 0.5
and M = 2.

channel-power selection approach, and the gap between the
ODTA algorithm with α = 0.9 and the optimal traversal
solution is only about 0.3%, which indicates very little performance loss by the proposed Markov approximation in the
optimal white space planning. Furthermore, Fig. 10 shows
the average system throughput with different radio configurations. It can be seen that only the 2−radio configuration
in the white spaces planning reaches the maximal average
system throughput, which indicates that the increased radio
number can both improve the average system throughput and
increase the mutual WhiteFi Infostations interferences, and
the radio configuration number can play a crucial role in
the optimization of the average system throughput of white
space networking. For the investigated white spaces planning
scenario in Fig. 6, the best radio configuration number can be
set to 2.
B. Simulation Results of Vehicular Media Streaming

Fig. 9. The dynamics of average system throughput considering 10 WhiteFi
Infostations.

A. Simulation Results of White Spaces Planning
As shown in Fig. 6, we utilize the real-world TVWS
collection data to make the optimal white spaces planning,
which is collected from 10 locations randomly distributed in
the 40 km × 40 km region of Waterloo city, Canada. From
November 24, 2014 to December 7, 2014, we inquiry the
white spaces Geolocation database in the 10 locations using
the database pilot hosted by Spectrum Bridge [28].
Fig. 8 presents the dynamics of average node throughput
of WhiteFi Infostations with the approximation ratio value
α = 0.5 and the radio configuration number M = 2. In addition, Fig. 8 shows that the ODTA algorithm can be converged
for the optimal white spaces planning after limited number
of iterations. From Fig. 9, we can see that the convergence
time of proposed ODTA algorithm is increased as the approximation ratio α increases. Specially, the ODTA algorithm can
achieve about 10% performance gain over the random radio

The dynamics of wireless channel conditions due to the
vehicular mobility can have significant impacts on the vehicular media streaming. The investigated vehicular mobility
model and Eq. (6) can efficiently track the realtime vehicular
locations and sojourned time durations within the coverage
of WhiteFi Infostation. To conduct more valid performance
evaluation of the proposed scheduling approaches, we utilize the real-world urban taxis traces collected in Shanghai,
China, [38]. From the real urban taxis traces, we can abstract
the varying vehicular locations and realtime residual sojourn
time within the coverage of WhiteFi Infostations. Those collected data does not loss the generality for the evaluation on
how the proposed scheduling scheme can adapt to vehicular
mobility.
We randomly select 500 taxis traces for the performance
evaluation of vehicular media streaming scheduling. From
Fig. 11, we can get the simulated vehicular content distribution
scenario with 3 taxis’ traces during 24-hour observations
within the coverage of WhiteFi Infostation. Based on different
taxi traces, we can track the 500 taxis’ locations and residual
sojourned time realtime for each vehicular media streaming
scheduling during each superframe period in the contentionfree multi-polling access scheduling process. Shown in the
Table II, for delay-sensitive vehicular services, we consider
that the volume size of vehicular media streaming follows a
random distribution from 8kb to 24kb and the required task
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Fig. 11.
traces.

The simulated vehicular content distribution scenario with 3 taxis

Fig. 12. The typical approaches comparison for the delay-sensitive services
scheduling.

completion delay follows a random distribution from 8 μs
to 128 μs; for delay-tolerant vehicular services, we consider
that the volume size of vehicular media streaming follows a
random distribution from 64 kb to 5000 kb.
1) Performance of Delay-Sensitive Vehicular Services:
Fig. 12 shows the simulation results of the proposed scheduling approach for the vehicular delay-sensitive services with
the scheduling duration fraction F = 0.5 and radio configuration number M = 2. Specially, we compare the first-infirst-out (FIFO) algorithm, delay-bound-priority algorithm and
DSVS algorithm in terms of the completed vehicular services
number. After running of 200 simulation superframes, we can
see from Fig. 12 that the DSVS algorithm can significantly
outperform both the FIFO and delay-bound-priority algorithm,
which achieves about 39.27% performance gain over the
delay-bound-priority algorithm.
To further investigate the relationship between the configurable parameters and the DSVS algorithm performance
in terms of the number of completed vehicular services,
Fig. 13 shows that the DSVS algorithm performance is closely
related to both the scheduling duration fraction F and radio
configuration number M. For instance, as the radio configuration number M increases from 1 to 3, the performance of
completed vehicular services can be improved by maximal
54.7% performance gain. However, due to the minimal delay
guarantee constraint of DSVS algorithm and number of vehicular services applications, as scheduling duration fraction F
increases from 0.3 to 0.7, the maximal performance gain is
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Fig. 13.
The configurable scheduling parameters vs DSVS algorithm
performance.

Fig. 14. The typical approaches comparison for the delay-tolerant services
scheduling.

about 20.33%, which means that the allocated scheduling
duration fraction F has small influence on the performance
of completed vehicular services.
2) Performance of Delay-Tolerant Vehicular Services:
Figs. 14-15 present the performance evaluation results of
DTVS algorithm in terms of the transmitted vehicular data
and number of total served vehicles, respectively. Specifically, Fig. 14 presents the comparison results of scheduling
approaches, i.e., FIFO algorithm and our proposed DTVS
algorithm for the delay-tolerant services scheduling. From
Fig. 14, we can see that by setting the weighted data-rate
parameter γ = 0.33 and vehicular access fairness parameter
β = 0.67, the transmitted vehicular data by DTVS algorithm can be adaptive to the vehicular mobility in terms
of the physical layer data-rate and vehicular sojourn time
within the coverage of WhiteFi Infostation. We consider the
delay-tolerant vehicular service requirements are with large
data transmission volume sizes, and once vehicular users are
selected for the content distribution by the FIFO algorithm,
they occupy the transmission channel until they move out of
the coverage of WhiteFi Infostation or the targeted transmission tasks are completed, without considering the level of
physical layer data-rate in the FIFO scheduling. In Fig. 15,
the DTVS algorithm can serve all the vehicles once within
the duration of first 19 superframes, which shows the fairness
of DTVS algorithm for the vehicular access scheduling of
vehicles driving within the coverage of WhiteFi Infostation.
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VII. C ONCLUSIONS

Fig. 15.
fairness.

The scheduling approaches comparison in terms of scheduling

In this paper, we have proposed a generalized TVWS planning based on the empirical observations of TVWS channel
features in real-world Geolocation database. We have jointly
considered multi-radio configuration and the channel-power
tradeoff in WhiteFi Infostations to enhance the TVWS channel
utilization. To solve the NP-hard problem of TVWS planning,
we have proposed a distributed Markov approximation solution. More practically, we have presented a contention-free
multi-polling access scheduling scheme to support both the
deadline-driven and delay-tolerant vehicular media streaming
applications. Our simulation results have well verified the
effectiveness of the proposed TVWS planning optimization
and contention-free multi-polling access scheduling for the
two considered VANET applications. In the future, we will
consider the vehicular access demands driven TVWS planning
by utilizing the vehicular mobility predication.
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of transmitted vehicular data volume can be improved with
the performance gain of 418.25%.
Fig. 17 further shows the effect of adaptive scheduling
fraction F on the DTVS algorithm. We can see that by applying an adaptive scheduling fraction, the maximum number of
completed vehicular delay-sensitive services can be increased
by 36.32%.
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